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H1 Results – Conference Call
Uncertainty re MRO may put off some investors but we see
material potential upside going forward…
Year to
end-Aug
2014 (A)
2015 Est
2016 Est

PBT
(£m)
50.8
57.2
59.6

EPS
(p)
n/a
21.1
21.4

PER
(x)
n/a
4.9
4.8

DPS
(p)
Nil
Nil
Nil

Yield
(%)
Nil
Nil
Nil

Source: Company & Broker Estimates
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H1 Results:
Following the announcement of its H1 numbers this morning, Punch Taverns
hosted a meeting for analysts and our comments are set out below:

Trading:
•

The group has now seen 7 Quarters of LfL growth

•

LfL net income growth (core) was 0.5% in H1. This represents 1.7% on
drink and minus 1.2% on rents

•

Re outlook, central costs should reduce, trading in the non-core estate
should be stable

•

Comps going forward? Trading was good last year in H2, there will be
no World Cup & the weather is uncertain. This is taken into account
when determining comments on FY trading

Balance sheet, debt, etc.:
•

The group has increased its target for pub sales this year to £80m.
Some 210 pubs are currently up for sale

•

Re ‘gold bricks’, disposals are typically London and they are
opportunistic. Numbers are ‘tens rather than 100s’.

•

The target is still to invest c£100k in 400 pubs. In the last 6mths, the
group has invested an average of £106k in 122 pubs

•

As a result of the MRO, investments with a longer payback period
(typically over 5yrs) have been put on hold. These are limited in number
but are typically >£300k

•

Group reiterates its target to reduce debt by £200m over 3yrs
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Strategy, development, restructuring etc.:
•

The core estate now comprises 90% of profits, up from 75% in 2011. Core units generate 2x
the profit of non-core units

•

The group has sold 1,600 pubs since 2011 and the non-core estate has been reduced by
24% in the last 12mths
o

Non-core still provides £12m of EBITDA

o

Group will exit pubs that do not fit the model – for example, if they are earning less
than £25k p.a.

o

Punch is 2/3 of the way through its disposals

o

In H1, it sold 37 core & 112 non-core units at an average EBITDA of >20x. The £57m
of receipts is £12m ahead of book

•

There has recently been a move away from longer leases & back towards shorter term
tenancies. Currently c2/3 is leased & 1/3 tenanted.

•

New publicans tend to wish to minimise fixed costs – and therefore go for low rent, high beer
costs. This may evolve over time as the publican becomes more confident in his pub

•

The group’s c3,700 pubs should reduce to c3,000 over time

•

Group ‘needs to’ put in place a managed capability. Franchising is also ‘in its early days’

MRO & legal changes:
•

Says it could be another 12mths before the situation is clear & observers suggest 1,000 to
2,000 pubs could close

•

Group has taken some actions. It is considering its ability to manage and franchise some of
its units & is looking at free-of-tie leases. It ‘will update further in due course’.

•

It has not yet ruled out a legal challenge under European human rights legislation; group
won’t go into further detail at present

•

Group says around 2/3 of units are ‘at risk’ but changes will occur on review or new-lease. It
sees the changes as ‘negative but not quantifiable at this stage’

Conclusion:
•

Says debt structure is robust & sustainable. Leveraging will be reduced further. The group will
evolve in order to best cope with MRO changes though, at this point, these changes are not
yet definitive

Langton Comment: Punch has managed to reassure that trading is in line with expectations and
disposals are ahead.
H2 comps will be tougher, uncertainty remains as to the impact of the MRO legislation and, with the
best will in the world, there’s very little that can be done about that. This may put some investors off
but it is what it is.
However, Punch looks set to evolve its model. It ‘needs to’ put in place a managed offer and it is also
looking at franchising.
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Elsewhere, disposals continue, debt is falling and the capital structure is ‘robust & sustainable’.
Earnings numbers suggest that the group is cheap but, with the business model in flux, they are likely
to change over time.
We would suggest that there is material upside potential within Punch. Profits can move quickly when
they are the difference between two large numbers (EBITDA + interest paid) and we believe that
trading is stabilising.
Punch’s shares may remain out of favour until we have some certainty as to the MRO. However, its
shares will comprise a large part of the small cap index and, as such, the upside represents a risk to
non-holders who are benchmarked against it.
We would suggest that the shares are worth a look.
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